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Abstract 
 

Full size silicon heterojunction solar cells reach conversion efficiencies above 25%. However, 

photoluminescence pictures of such cells (full or cut) reveal a significant recombination activity at the cell edges. 

Therefore, mitigating recombination at the edges can in principle represent an interesting path to unlock higher 

cell efficiencies. This challenge is all the more important for cells with a high perimeter/area ratio, as achieved 

through the cutting of full size cells. For such technologies, the edges resulting from cutting are cleaved while the 

remaining edges typically feature a gap where TCO is missing to avoid front to back short-circuit. In this paper, 

we specify the physical mechanisms involved in the edge-induced performance losses for SHJ cells. In light of 

these results, we provide guidelines for the mitigation of such losses at the full-size and cut cells scale for M6 to 

M12 sizes such as the reduction of the TCO-free region and the c-Si bulk resistivity. Having a closer look at cut 

cells, we calculate the cell performance as a function of its size (from half- to sixth-cell), the size of its mother cell 

(from M6 to M12) and the passivation quality of the cut-edges. Our results emphasize on the interest to develop 

suitable repassivation schemes for cut cells to improve or even surpass the efficiency of the mother cell. 

 

 

A. Introduction  
 

In a context where silicon heterojunction solar cells (SHJ) are regularly improved in production [1], 

spatial heterogeneities in the surface passivation may increasingly limit the cell efficiency on the way towards 

25%-26% predicted in 2030 [2]. Furthermore, the international roadmap for photovoltaics market [2] predicts a 

rapid switch of the overall industry to cut-cell formats (1/2 cells to 1/6 cells). Because such cells are obtained 

through the cutting of full size cells (mother cells) into smaller cells, their perimeter-to-surface ratio is significantly 

increased. The edge recombination-induced performance losses are expected to increase as the cutting process 

leaves unpassivated c-Si borders. The optimisation of such cells therefore becomes a crucial challenge for the 

future and the photovoltaics community is currently investigating edge repassivation processes [3][4]. 

Furthermore, since cut-cells feature both cut edges and native edges inherited from the mother full-size cell, the 

optimisation of the native edges should also be addressed. 

While the study of edge recombination-induced performance losses for silicon homojunction cells has 

been broadly addressed in the literature [5][6][7], the study of such effects for silicon heterojunction cells is still 

incomplete. To investigate the impact of edges in SHJ full size and cut-cell edges, we have developed a simulation 

code for SILVACO [8], already presented and validated in [9] .  

The work will first focus on the study of the native edges inherited from the mother cell. To this aim, 

simulations of full-size cells, for which all edges are native edges, will be run to study the room for improvement 

related to the optimisation of such edges. These simulations will be used to conduct a parametric study on the 

influence of the native edges properties on the efficiency of SHJ cells. In particular, we will address the influence 

of the edge geometry, the edge defect density and the c-Si bulk properties on the edge-induced losses. The observed 

behaviours will be explained on the basis  of the calculated spatial variations in the minority carriers quasi-Fermi 

level, which was shown to be a powerful mean of investigation in a previous paper [10].   

In a second part, we will transpose the investigation to cut-cells of different industry-relevant formats. 

Cut-cells will be simulated with the native edges passivation that best describes their behaviour for CEA-INES 

cells, as determined in a previous study [9]. In particular, we will use the simulations to predict the cutting-induced 

performance losses and the achievable recovery with the repassivation of cut edges. In light of the results, we will 

eventually propose guidelines for the mitigation of the edge losses on cut cells. 
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B. Simulation and experimental details 
 

The rear-junction cells studied in this paper were fabricated at CEA-INES on 1.cm and 160µm thick 

texturized (n) c-Si wafers. Further details on cell fabrication can be found in [11]. Hydrogenated amorphous silicon 

(a-Si:H) layers were deposited by PECVD on both front and rear c-Si surfaces leading to a rear junction structure. 

The passivated wafer was then sandwiched between front and rear Transparent Conductive Oxide (TCO) layers 

simultaneously deposited by Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD). During the PVD step, the cell precursors lay on 

open pockets on the PVD tray. As a result, the perimeter of the cell rear side is in contact with the tray, and is 

thereby screened during PVD deposition, leading to the absence of TCO along the cell edge on its rear surface, on 

a width (L) that depends on the tray design (Fig 1b). The metallic grid is then printed on both front and rear surfaces 

in a busbarless pattern. Such pattern was chosen in order to provide an additional symmetry level to the cell, 

thereby easing the simulation structure definition. 

The 2D simulations presented in this paper were performed using the ALTAS package from the finite elements 

TCAD software SILVACO. Note that finite elements softwares feature structural limitations, so that the simulation 

of real size c-Si based solar devices is generally not feasible. As presented in a previous paper of our group [9] and 

in a similar way by A. Fell et al. [7], this problem can be overcome by combining the simulation results obtained 

for a few well-defined unit cells. Here, we have chosen to divide the cell simulation into a core cell, representing 

the edge-unaffected central part of the cell, combined with one or more edge cells, representing the different types 

of edges that can be met in practice in a cut cell (Fig.1). The unit cells were modeled according to the standard cell 

process at CEA as per 2020 referred as to “practical cells” in the following:   

- Fig.1a: Edge with a full rear side TCO covering. Such configuration will be called the “covered edge” 

unit cell.  

- Fig. 1b: Edge with a TCO-free region along the perimeter of the backside, due to the above-

mentioned edge masking during TCO deposition (referred to as the “TCO-free edge” unit cell). This 

TCO-free region is necessary to avoid electrical shunt between the front side and rear side TCO 

layers. Therefore, the native edges of full-size cells currently produced at CEA-INES are TCO-free. 

In the following, the TCO-free region will be set to 1mm 

 

 

  

 Figure 1: Schematic of the two studied edge structures: with a TCO full coverage at the rear side (left, 

“covered edge”) and with a rear side TCO gap at the edge (right, “TCO-free edge”). Edge defects are 

implemented as a variable Dit. 

 

For both TCO-covered and TCO-free edges, the edge recombinations were modelled by a midgap interfacial defect 

density (Dit). The metallization grid features a 1.8mm pitch on the front side and 0.6mm on the rear side. The 

distance between the last rear side metallization finger and the cell edge was set to 1.6 mm. For TCO-covered 

edges, the last finger on the rear side is located at 0.4mm from the edge. Consequently, the distance between the 



last metallization finger and the edge of the TCO layer is not the same for TCO-free and TCO-covered edges. 

Further simulation studies showed that the influence of the length between the last metallization finger and the 

edge of the TCO on the edge-induced losses are marginal (between the performances of A) a M10 cell with a 

400m gap between the last metallization finger and the TCO edge and B) an other with a 600m gap the relative 

variations 100×
𝜂𝐴−𝜂𝐵

𝜂𝐴
 are around 0.1%rel). This will therefore not be discussed in this paper.  Furthermore, each 

individual layer was implemented in simulations with properties obtained from characterizations carried out on 

CEA cells: band gap, optical coefficients, doping atom concentration, etc.  

 

C. Understanding of the physical mechanisms involved in the edge-induced 

losses. 
 

The edge recombinations are mainly modulated by the edge Dit and the presence or absence of the TCO-free 

region. We will firstly isolate the effects of the TCO-free region by comparing TCO-free and TCO-covered edges 

with a “perfect” edge passivation (edge Dit=0 cm-2). We will then insist on the effects of the edge recombinations 

by studying a totally depassivated edge (Dit=1014cm-2). 

 

1. Effects of the TCO-free region 
 

Simulations were run for M6 (274cm²) cells without any edge recombination in order to isolate the effects 

of the TCO-free region on the cell performances. Fig. 2 represents the simulated I(V) characteristics (Standard Test 

Conditions) for TCO-free and TCO-covered edges. In order to better describe the variations between these I(V) 

curves, the current density relative variations between them is also shown.  
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Figure 2: Simulated I(V) curves for M6 full size cells with rear TCO-free edges (blue) or rear TCO-covered 

edges (red) with edge Dit=0cm-2. The I(V) parameters of each cells are given with the same colour code. The 

relative variation between the two curves is plotted in black. 

First of all, it might be noticed that the gap between the two simulated I(V) curves and the corresponding 

efficiencies ( is very low (23.40% vs 23.23% respectively for cells with TCO-covered and TCO-free edges). 

This highlights that on a full cell with perfectly passivated edges, the TCO-free region has a detrimental, yet 

moderate, effect on .  

Secondly, note that the current density relative variations (black curve) can be divided into two distinct 

regions before and after the bias voltage Vbias≈0.5V. While the low Vbias region features linear modest variations 

of the losses induced by the TCO-free region, the high Vbias region shows  a fast increase of the relative losses. As 



a result, the TCO-free region impact on  is mainly driven by Fill Factor (FF) losses (about 3/4 of the losses) and 

then by short circuit current (Jsc) losses (about 1/4 of the losses). 

Since the gradient of the hole quasi-Fermi level (𝜀𝐹,ℎ) describes the force applied to the holes, maps of 

𝜀𝐹,ℎ were extracted from simulations in order to understand the physical mechanisms involved in the performance 

losses in the presence of the TCO-free region. 𝜀𝐹,ℎ along the x axis (see Fig.1 for position) were extracted at the 

mid-depth of the cell (Fig.3). Note that 𝜀𝐹,ℎ is defined as the absolute variation from its value at equilibrium. To 

make sure that this mid-depth profile is representative, it was beforehand compared to the same profiles extracted 

in the c-Si near the front and the rear c-Si surfaces, which revealed the same behaviours. 
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Figure 3: Spatial variation of 𝜀𝐹,ℎ along the horizontal axis, at the mid-depth of the cell without defects at 

the edge (Dit = 0 cm-2) for TCO-free (a) and TCO-covered edges (b). Different working voltages are studied and 

the driving force applied to the holes is represented as a red arrow. 

Fig.3 shows the 𝜀𝐹,ℎ and thus the driving force variations along the horizontal axis for several voltages with (a) 

and without (b) the TCO-free region, and without any edge defects (Dit=0 cm-2). An important 𝜀𝐹,ℎ drop can be 

observed with the TCO-free region, which leads to a driving force directed towards the TCO-covered region. This 

force is decreasing from the short circuit to the open circuit condition, and the differences between the TCO-free 

and TCO-covered edge profiles progressively vanish for increasing Vbias. 

The explanation lies in spatial heterogeneities in the holes extraction at the junction. Holes are indeed 

homogeneously photogenerated along the horizontal axis, but they can be efficiently extracted only where the 

TCO covers the cell rear side. Consequently, holes can accumulate in the TCO-free region which is illustrated by 

a low 𝜀𝐹,ℎ value (Fig.3a). The holes photogenerated in the region with a rear TCO covering can be collected, 

leading to a higher 𝜀𝐹,ℎ value in this region. This leads to the establishment of a 𝜀𝐹,ℎ gradient and thus to a driving 

force directed from the TCO-free region to the TCO-covered region.  

Upon increasing Vbias, since the current collection is decreased, the injection level in the TCO-covered 

region increases leading to a reduction of 𝜀𝐹,ℎ while 𝜀𝐹,ℎ in the TCO-free region is almost not impacted (there is 

still no collection in this region). Consequently, the gap between the 𝜀𝐹,ℎ values in the TCO-free and the TCO-

covered region is reduced for increasing Vbias and the driving force vanishes. At the open circuit condition, since 

there is no carrier extraction, the TCO-free and TCO covered edges 𝜀𝐹,ℎ profiles plotted Fig.3.a and Fig.3.b are the 

same with no driving force induced by the TCO-free region. This explains the shape of the relative current black 

curve in Fig.2. The higher Vbias, the lower the driving force and thus the higher the current losses. Consequently, 

at the short circuit working point the current losses are weak and they progressively increase for increasing Vbias. 

Above the threshold voltage Vbias > 0.5V the sharp increase in the current density relative losses can be 

explained by the less efficient hole harvesting at the junction, leading to a strong increase in hole concentration in 

the TCO-covered part of the cell. Consequently, for such Vbias, as can be seen in Fig,3, the hole driving force in 

the TCO-free region is weakened, leading to a less effective carrier extraction, and thus an increase in collected 

current relative losses. Furthermore, in Fig.3.a, the abscissa where 𝜀𝐹,ℎ gradient is shown to spread along the x axis 

for increasing Vbias. This illustrates the lengthening of holes in the c-Si. 

At the open circuit condition, since there is no carrier extraction, the presence of the TCO-free region has 

no effect on the carrier motions in the c-Si. The holes have therefore the same recombination path whether the cell 

edge features a TCO-free region or not, so that there is no overall impact of the edge geometry on Voc. 

 



2. Addition of the edge Dit 

 

To probe the effect of Dit on the edge losses, simulations with edge Dit varying from 0 cm-2 (perfectly 

passivated edge) to 1014 cm-2 (totally depassivated edge) were run. The I(V) parameters simulated for full size M6 

cells with TCO-free and TCO-covered edges are plotted in Fig.4. 

First of all, the impact of the edge passivation can be divided into three regimes. For Dit<109cm-2, the edge defects 

have only minor effects on the cell performances; for Dit ∈[109; 1012] cm-2, substantial cell  variations are 

observed; and for Dit>1012cm-2, the losses are the strongest but with only little dependence on the Dit value. From 

that, we conclude that the native edge passivation quality of bare silicon edges should be efficient enough to reduce 

by a factor of at least 100 the edge Dit, in order to increase the cell performance in a detectable way compared to 

the bare edge case. Furthermore, if we assume a realistic Dit value of 3×1010cm-2 ( which describes native edges 

[9]), even a slight improvement in edge passivation quality could provide a significant bonus. 

A closer look at  variations in Fig.4 brings some dissimilarities between the performances of cells with 

TCO-covered and TCO-free edges. In the absence of edge defects, the cell with a TCO-covered edge allows for a 

0.17%abs higher  than with a TCO-free edge, in agreement with Section C.1). Remarkably, with a realistic 

passivation quality (Dit=3×1010cm-2), simulations predict that the suppression of the TCO-free region could allow 

a 0.22%abs  increase. In addition, still for Dit=3×1010cm-2, the  with TCO-free edges shows a gradual increase 

by 0.11%abs from the totally depassivated edge condition, which reveals already a clear benefit from the current 

native passivation [9]. Fig. 4 also reveals that the upmost  gain that can be expected from further edge passivation 

is limited to +0.16%abs. Thus, the reduction of the TCO-free region has in absolute a larger  gain potential for 

the simulated practical cells than the improvement of the edge passivation quality (gain = 0.22%abs vs 0.16%abs 

respectively). Overall, the reduction of both the TCO-free region and the edge Dit could increase of the simulated 

practical cells by 0.33%abs in the most optimistic case. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Simulated I(V) parameters variations as a function of the implemented edge Dit for M6 full size 

cells with TCO-free edges(orange) and TCO-covered edges (blue). The performances of the actual cells appear 

as bigger bold stars. 



Let us now describe the influence of the edge Dit on the other I(V) parameters for TCO-free and TCO-

covered edges. Jsc is shown to be particularly heavily degraded when edge recombination intensifies and the gap 

between TCO-covered and TCO-free edges is enlarged for increasing Dit (from 0.06mA.cm-2 to 0.31mA.cm-2). 

Contrary to the short circuit operating point, at the maximum power point, the TCO-free region seems to mitigate 

the losses related to edge recombination. Despite the large advantage of the TCO-covered edge at Dit=0 cm-2 

(0.45%abs), at Dit=1014cm-2 the FF of the cell with TCO-free edges is 0.06%abs higher than that of the cell with 

TCO-covered edges. From Dit=0cm-2 to Dit=1014cm-2, the edge-induced FF  losses for TCO-free edge cells are 

estimated to 0.2%abs versus 0.7%abs for TCO-covered edges. 

Concerning the Voc variations, moderate Dit-induced losses can be observed. At the open circuit operating 

point, the TCO-free region does not affect the carriers motion inside the cell at Dit=0cm-2 (Fig.3) . However, the 

simulations suggest a slight mitigation of the Voc losses induced by Dit=1014cm-2 for the TCO-free edge compared 

to the TCO-covered edge (+0.6mV). 
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Figure 5:  Spatial variation of 𝜀𝐹,ℎ along the horizontal axis, at the mid-depth of the cell with defects at 

the edge (Dit = 1014 cm-2) for TCO-free (a) and TCO-covered edges (b). Different working voltages are studied 

and the driving force applied to the holes is represented as a red arrow. 

 

In order to understand the variation of individual I(V) parameters for increasing Dit, the same 𝜀𝐹,ℎ profiles 

as those plotted in Fig.3 were extracted from simulations with edge Dit = 1014cm-2 (Fig. 5). Holes recombine at the 

edges in the presence of defects, and their concentration close to the cell edge dramatically drops. This leads to an 

increase in 𝜀𝐹,ℎ in the edge vicinity. The driving forces applied to the holes are therefore modified compared to the 

Dit=0cm-2 case (see Fig 3.). As shown in Fig. 5a, a tip over point can be defined for both TCO-free and TCO-

covered edges. This point represents the threshold distance to the edge from which the holes are rather attracted 

by the edge than by the core of the cell. The differences between Fig.5 a) and b) lies in the driving force induced 

by the TCO-free region. Indeed, for TCO-covered edges the holes experience at any distance from the edge, a 

vertical driving force directed towards the junction that partially counterbalance the horizontal component of the 

overall driving force depicted in Fig. 5. On the contrary, for TCO-free edges, as the tip over point is located in the 

TCO-free region, there is no additional vertical driving force.  

The driving force directed toward the junction must be considered to understand the combined effects of 

the TCO-free region and the edge passivation quality on the cell performances. First, for the TCO-covered edge, 

the average 𝜀𝐹,ℎ gradient directed towards the junction was extracted from the simulations allowing the 

quantification of the associated driving force for all bias voltages. 

Then, the first spatial derivation of the curves plotted in Fig.5 gave the driving force directed towards the edge 

defects. The comparison between these two driving forces allows to predict if a hole photogenerated at a given 

distance from the cell edge is eventually recombined at the edge defects or collected at the cell junction. 

At the short circuit working point, this analysis revealed that, in the case of TCO-covered edges, the 

junction-induced driving force is very strong [10] and counterbalances by far the force directed towards the edge 

defects for holes photogenerated at a distance greater than 100µm from the edge. Thus, only the holes 

photogenerated within the first 100µm from the edge are lost. For TCO-free edges, since there is no driving force 

towards the junction at the tip over point (500µm from the edge, so still well into the TCO-free area), all the 



carriers photogenerated within the first 500µm from the edge are lost. The edge losses are therefore multiplied by 

a factor of five from the TCO-covered to the TCO-free configurations. This is consistent with the results plotted 

in Fig.4 where, for Dit=1014cm-2 the recombination-induced Jsc drop equals 0.06 mA.cm-2 for the TCO-covered 

edge and 0.31 mA.cm-2 for the TCO-free edge. 

 

At the open circuit operating point, the TCO-free region alone (with Dit=0cm-2) does not affect the carriers 

flow inside the cell (black curve in Fig.3). For increasing Dit, Voc drops for both structures, but the drop is lower 

for TCO-free edges. The hypothesis which explains this slight trend, relies on the electrical potential distribution 

at the rear side of the cell in the vicinity of the edge. For TCO-covered edges, the electrical potential of the rear 

side of the cell is constant (under the hypothesis of a highly conductive TCO) up to the cell edge. On the contrary, 

for TCO-free edges, since no conductor (metal or TCO in our case) links the TCO-free region to the metallization 

grid, the electrical potential of the cell rear side in the TCO-free region is floating. When the edge Dit is very high, 

the induced recombinations tend to reduce the excess carrier concentration and consequently, to lower the local 

voltage at the cell terminals. This has no additional effects on the carrier spatial distribution in TCO-free edges, 

since the potential at the rear side of the TCO-free region is floating. On the contrary, in the c-Si, an additional 

hole current density directed towards the cell edge is created for TCO-covered edges in order to counterbalance 

the unauthorized voltage drop. Consequently, the number of carriers lost through recombination at the edge in 

open circuit condition is slightly larger for TCO-covered edges. 
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Figure 6:1 Simulated I(V) curves for M6 full size cells with only rear TCO-free edges (blue) or rear TCO-

covered edges (red) with edge Dit=1014cm-2. The I(V) parameters of each cells are given with the same colour 

code as that of the I(V) curves. The relative variation between the two curves is plotted in black. 

 

Finally, to explain the trend on FF (Fig 4.): around the maximum power operating point, the junction-

induced (vertical) driving force is much smaller than that at the short circuit operating point, as demonstrated in 

[10]. Consequently, for both structures, more current is lost at the maximum power point than at Jsc, explaining 

the Dit-induced FF drop. 

To understand why the FF drops faster for TCO-covered edges than for TCO-free edges, the I(V) curves 

of full-size cells with TCO-free and TCO-covered edges and with edge Dit=1014cm-2 are plotted in Fig. 6. The 

relative variation between these two curves is also plotted. 

We first note that the relative current variation is almost constant for Vbias between 0V and 0.5V, and then 

drops. For Vbias>0.68V, the current density is higher for the cell with the TCO-free edge. However, at the maximum 

power point (around 0.65V) the TCO-free edge is still detrimental to the collected current. Despite this effect, the 

FF achieved with TCO-free edges is higher than that with TCO-covered edges. This can be explained by the fact 

that the recombination-induced losses increase faster with Vbias for TCO-covered edges. Indeed, from Fig.5a, we 

observe a shift of the tip over point from 500 to 700µm from the edge going from Vbias=0V to Vbias=610mV. The 

collected current losses are therefore increased by a factor of 700/500=1.4. For the TCO-covered edge, the tilt at 

the short circuit condition was shown to be at 100µm from the edge. At the maximum power point, the calculation 

of the 𝜀𝐹,ℎ gradients in the vicinity of the cell edge allowed to determine that the tip over point is located at 



x≈650µm from the edge. The edge recombination-induced current losses are therefore enhanced by a factor of 

650/100=6.5 going from Vbias=0V to Vbias=0.61V for TCO-covered edges. 

To sum up, the stronger FF loss for the TCO-covered edge structure originates from the stronger current 

loss between Jsc and MPP. In the case of TCO-free edges, a significant part of the current was already lost at Jsc, 

which is not the case for TCO-covered edges. 

 

D. Guidelines for the mitigation of edge losses 
 

We intend now to propose guidelines to optimize the design of SHJ cells in order to reduce the 

performance losses due to edges defects. 

 

1. Effects of the c-Si bulk resistivity on the edge losses 
 

In a previous study [10] it was shown that the impact of process-induced localized surface defects 

(“defectivity”) in SHJ cells is a strong function of the substrate resistivity. Furthermore, the TCO-free region at 

the cell edge increases the collection path for the holes. It is therefore reasonable to expect a significant influence 

of the conduction properties of the c-Si on the amplitude of the edge effects.  

In order to address this point, simulations were run for several resistivity values from 0.4 to 5 .cm chosen 

within the range of values currently used in industry. For each resistivity value, the hole capture time constant p0 

was set to 7ms. Given that p0= (N×h×vth)-1, where N is the bulk defects concentration, h is their capture cross 

section and vth is the thermal velocity, this parameter therefore represents the purity level of the c-Si which was set 

to the same value for all simulations.  

In Fig.7 are plotted the simulated  of M6 cells with TCO-free or TCO-covered edges for several resistivities and 

implemented edge Dit. Three different Dit values were chosen: a perfect edge passivation (Dit=0cm-2), a passivation 

quality representative of practical cells (Dit=3×1010cm-2), and bare silicon edges (Dit=1014cm-2). For the sake of 

clarity, the bulk lifetimes (bulk) resulting from intrinsic (radiative & Auger) and bulk Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) 

defect recombinations are also given. 
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Figure 7: Simulated efficiencies of full size M6 cells with masked TCO or covered edges at a given p0 for 

several resistivities and edge Dit. bulk were calculated @ p=5×1014cm-3. The efficiency simulated for practical 

cells is represented as a blue star. 

From Fig.7 it is apparent that decreasing  is modulating edge effects. In particular, it leads to an increase in the 

gap between the performances of cells with TCO-free and TCO-covered edges, making the reduction of the TCO-

free region an even more interesting lever for the optimisation of the cell performance. Furthermore, it can be seen 

in Fig.7, that the  decrease is beneficial for two reasons: 

- The rise of the cell  without edge defect (+0.2%abs observed between =5.cm and 0.4.cm). These 

results are consistent with findings in [12] 

- The mitigation of edge defect-induced losses: they are reduced by 50% between =5.cm and 

0.4.cm (from 1.6% rel. down to 0.8% rel.) 



For practical cells (=1 .cm, Dit=3×1010cm-2) with TCO-free edges, the reduction of  from 1.cm to 0.4.cm 

could allow a 0.05%abs  increase. If this is combined with the suppression of the TCO-free region, could be 

increased by 0.33%abs which is much better than the improvement predicted after a “perfect” repassivation of the 

native edge (0.16%abs  increase). Furthermore, in addition to mitigate the influence of any process-induced 

defectivity [10], reducing the resistivity also bears the potential to significantly alleviate the influence of edge 

defects which is an additional beneficial effect allowing the improvements of the mother full-size cell 

performances. 

 

Let us focus now on the understanding of the physical mechanisms behind the behaviours observed in Fig.7. The 

reduction of  at a given p0 goes hand-in-hand with a Ldiff lowering. It can be calculated that Ldiff  halves going 

from 5.cm to 0.4.cm, irrespective of the cell operating point. Consequently, the losses induced by the 

lengthening of the path for the holes in the presence of the TCO-free region are increased for decreasing  This 

results in the widening of the gap between the two cases TCO-free and TCO-covered edges for decreasing  (green 

bars in Fig. 7). However, as presented in [10], at a given bias voltage the junction-induced driving force is increased 

for decreasing . The carrier extraction in the TCO-covered region is therefore improved at a given bias voltage. 

In the same way, the driving force resulting from the TCO-free region increases too for decreasing  at a given 

Vbias since the 𝜀𝐹,ℎ in the TCO-covered region is increased. In presence of edge Dit=1014cm-2, this strengthening of 

the driving force induced by the TCO-free region allows to mitigate the edge-induced losses. 

As a conclusion, since the resistivity reduction allows to increase the core cell  and to mitigate the  losses 

induced by a total edge-depassivation, it represents an efficient lever for the mitigation of the detrimental effect of 

edge recombination.  

 

2. Practical guidelines for edge repassivation experiments 
Until now, we referred to edge recombination using the quantity Dit. However, this quantity is not readily 

accessible in practical developments. We have therefore investigated the amplitude of edge recombination losses 

as a function of physical quantities routinely measured for the characterization of passivation layers. The 

photovoltaics research community often relies on either implied Voc (iVoc) or effective surface recombination 

velocity (Seff) values. Such values are usually calculated from PhotoConductance Decay measurements (PCD) [13] 

carried out on symmetrically passivated samples. Furthermore, since iVoc strongly depends on the c-Si bulk 

properties (bulk,  and thickness) and Seff only depends at the first order on the bulk , the latter allows to provide 

more universal guidelines. However, as iVoc is easier to quantify directly from PCD measurements, the 

correspondence between implemented Dit and iVoc will be given here for a specific yet standard set of wafer 

properties (bulk,  and thickness) that can be sourced from wafer providers.  

In order to correlate efficiency losses to iVoc values, simulations of such symmetrical structures were run with the 

same c-Si properties as above (160µm thick, =1.cm and p0=7ms, which is representative of state-of-the-art 

wafers used in mass production). A variable Dit was also implemented on both top and bottom surfaces (keeping 

yet the same Dit value for both surfaces). From these simulations, charge carriers concentrations were integrated 

and averaged over the c-Si thickness, allowing the calculation of iVoc  using 𝑖𝑉𝑜𝑐 =
𝑘𝑇

𝑒
𝐿𝑛 [

𝑝×𝑛

𝑛𝑖²
] where k, T, q and 

ni have their usual textbook meanings, and p and n were taken from the calculated average hole and electron 

densities.  

Seff associated with a given surface was also calculated for various Dit values from the same PCD simulation outputs 

using: 

𝑆𝑒𝑓𝑓 = √𝐷
1

𝜏𝑠
× 𝑡𝑎𝑛 (

𝑊

2
√

1

𝐷
(

1

𝜏𝑠
))  [14] 

 

where W is the structure thickness and D the ambipolar carrier diffusion coefficient, and s is the lifetime limited 

by surface recombination. In order to extract s from the simulations, the structure was solved at n=1015cm-3 and 

chosen thin enough to ensure and homogeneous effective lifetime eff in the c-Si (W=5µm). In doing so,eff 

converges towardss which eases the extraction of s from the simulations. 

 

Ultimately, the performances of a M6 full size cell with TCO-free edges were then simulated as a function of the 

edge Dit and the corresponding iVoc and Seff. The cell features the same bulk properties as the symmetrical structure 

and included a TCO-free edge (L=1mm). The results are plotted in Fig.8.   
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Figure 8: Variation of the efficiency (for a full size cell as a function of the implemented Dit on the 

TCO-free edges and the corresponding values of Seff and iVoc calculated from PhotoConductance Decay  (PCD) 

simulations. Resistivity = 1.cm and bulk carrier lifetime is 4.5ms (injection level of 1×1015cm-3) 

From Fig.8, it can be derived that the native edge passivation quality for SHJ practical cells would lead to 

iVoc = 625mV (for the chosen wafer bulk properties) and Seff = 128 cm.s-1 (at n=1015cm-3) on the symmetrically 

passivated wafer structure. Such passivation level is significantly lower than what is achieved in practice using 

state-of-the-art a-Si:H layer stacks [14]. Nevertheless, Fig. 8 demonstrates that with such “medium” passivation 

quality, the  can already be improved by 0.11% abs. with respect to the case without any edge passivation. In 

addition, if one assumes an optimistic passivation scenario associated with an Seff = 0.3cm.s-1 or below  such 

passivation qualities are presented in [14]),  the corresponding expected gain with respect to the case without any 

passivation is pushed to 0.28% abs., which is 0.16% higher than cells with native edges characterized by Dit = 

3×1010cm-2. 

 

In summary, the combination of the reduction of L and  associated with a slight improvement in edge 

passivation quality bears a non-negligible potential to increase the SHJ cell . Although the beneficial effects of 

these optimisations are likely not cumulative, their association remains an efficient lever for the mitigation of edge-

induced losses, even more for cut-cells, which are investigated in the following section. 

 

E. Transposition to Cut-cells 
 

Cut-cells are obtained through the division of entire cells into smaller cells. In doing so, the current 

generated by each cut-cell is lowered in proportion to the surface reduction. The resistive losses per individual cell 

are thereby reduced but their perimeter/surface ratio is increased, giving potentially more weight to edge 

recombination, particularly in the case where the cut edges are left unpassivated. 

In this section, the corresponding losses are assessed for different cut-cell types. We assume that the uncut 

edges are TCO-free edges with edge recombination characterized by Dit = 3×1010 cm-2. The c-Si properties were 

unchanged (160µm thick, =1.cm and p0=7ms). The investigated cell formats are M6, M10 and M12 full size, 

each declined into half, third, quarter and sixth-cells. Regarding simulation details, note that the performances for 

each of the 20 configurations were simulated without interconnection considerations. Also, the pitch between two 

consecutive fingers as well as that between two consecutive measurement wires (Busbarless design) were kept 

constant. The performances variations between formats can thus be exclusively attributed to variations in the nature 

of the edges and in the perimeter/surface ratio.  

Note that for a full-size cell cut into n cut-cells with n≥3, two specific types of cells need to be considered:  

- Cut-cell cut out of the center of the mother full-size cell, referred to as “-type cut-cell” 

- Cut-cell cut out of the border of the mother full-size cell, referred to as “-type cut-cell”. 



While -type cut-cells feature two TCO-covered (cut) long edges and two TCO-free edges, the -type 

cut-cells have three TCO-free edges and only one TCO-covered long edge. The 1/2-cells can therefore be 

considered as -type cut-cells. In a first sequence, the cut-cells performances were simulated without repassivation 

of the cut edge(s) (Dit = 1014 cm-2). The predicted  are plotted in Table 1.  

 

 

 
 Table 1: Predicted efficiency for full size to 1/6 cells from M6 to M12 cells. For 1/3, 1/4 and 1/6 cells,-

type cut-cells and -type cut-cells  are separated in a) and b) respectively. The  of cut-cells were calculated 

without any cut-edge repassivation (Dit=1014cm-2) 

Table 1 a) and 1 b) call for several comments. First, we can see that the smaller the cut-cell, the larger the  loss 

compared to full-size cell, with up to 0.8%abs. loss for the M6 1/6 cell. Interestingly,  appears to be virtually 

insensitive to the origin of the cut-cell, be it - or -type, despite the significantly different nature of the edges in 

both cases. From these two observations, we can infer that the nature of the cut-cell edges (native or cut) does not 

drive at first order the cut-cell , which is rather driven by the perimeter/surface ration.  In order to ascertain this, 

the  presented in Table 1 are plotted as a function of this ratio in Fig.9.  
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Figure 9: Cut-cells efficiency as a function of their perimeter/surface ratio. Edge Dit=3×1010cm-2 for 

native edge, Dit=1014cm-2 for cut edge. Since a-type and b-type cells have the same performance in the as-cut 

condition, only the performances of a-type cells are given here. 

 

The very clear linear trend in Fig.9 confirms that the variation is mainly driven by the 
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 
 ratio. The 

residual negligible variations around the linear trend are driven by the proportion of masked and covered edges. 

M6 M10 M12 M6 M10 M12

Full size 23.07 23.09 23.14 23.07 23.09 23.14

1/2 Cell 22.91 22.94 23 22.91 22.94 23

1/3 Cell 22.74 22.79 22.87 22.74 22.8 22.87

1/4 Cell 22.59 22.64 22.74 22.58 22.65 22.75

1/6 Cell 22.27 22.35 22.48 22.27 22.37 22.5

b) -type cut-cell simulated  (%)a) -type cut-cell simulated  (%)



One may have expected a stronger influence of the different edge natures in α- and -type cut-cells. This can 

however be well explained in light of the learnings from section C.2. Indeed, the results plotted in Fig. 4 show that 

the mother cell with native edges (TCO-free and Dit=3×1010cm-2) have approximately the same performance than 

with totally depassivated TCO-covered edges. Since all the edges of the cut cells right after the cutting step have 

the same impact on their performances for CEA cells, the similarities between -type and -type cut cells are 

consistent. For other cells with a different TCO-free region length or/and native edge passivation the efficiencies 

of -type and -type cut-cells may be different. 

As a consequence, since the -type and -type cut cells have the same  just after the cutting step in an industrial 

line, the dispersion of the cut-cells is therefore expected to be very low if measured before any repassivation 

step. 

 Our group have reported on edge repassivation schemes to improve the final cut-cell efficiency [3][4]. In 

order to assess the potential of repassivation, complementary simulations were run to estimate the achievable . 

The edge passivation was applied to all cut cells, i.e on two edges for type cells and one for -type cells. The 

cut edge Dit for both -type and -type cut-cells was set to Dit = 3×1010 cm-2 in order to simulate a realistic case. 

Calculation results are given in Table 2. 

 

 

 
Table 2: Predicted  after realistic repassivation of the cut edge(s). For 1/3, 1/4 and 1/6 cells, predicted 

efficiencies values differ whether -type (a) or -type (b) cut-cells are considered. 

 

 As can be observed from Table 2, this realistic yet challenging repassivation level is predicted to 

efficiently recover the cutting-induced performance losses. Discussing the practical repassivation of cell edges is 

beyond the scope of this study. However several groups have already successfully developed very promising 

processes [15,16], demonstrating the practical feasibility of edge repassivation. The maximum amplitude of that 

recovery is observed for the M6 -type 1/6-cells (highest perimeter/surface ratio), where 0.6%abs of the 0.8%abs 

cutting-induced  drop are recovered (post cutting: 22.27% to post-passivation: 22.86%). Repassivation is 

therefore a strong lever to improve  of cut cells, provided that repassivation levels close to what is observed for 

native edges can be reached. 

Interestingly, the beneficial effects of repassivation are significantly reduced for -type cut-cells since 

they only have one repassivated cut edge. The differences in  between -type and -type cut-cells are particularly 

pronounced for M6 1/6-cells (largest perimeter/surface ratio) for which the  recovery are doubled from the type 

to the -type cut-cells (-type: 0.6%abs vs -type: 0.3%abs recovery). 

It also can be noticed that, even if the perimeter/surface ratio for -type 1/3-cells is less favourable than 

for 1/2-cells,  of 1/3-cells  is predicted to be higher after edge repassivation, still owing to the strong  recovery 

reached with edge Dit=3×1010cm-2 associated to the TCO-covered edges. 

In order to better illustrate the advantages of -type over -type cut-cells, let us compare for a given M10 

mother cell, the variation of the -type cut-cell with the highest perimeter/surface ratio (1/6-cell) to that of the -

type cut-cell with lowest perimeter/surface ratio (1/2-cell) as a function of the cut edge passivation quality. The 

predicted  are plotted in Fig.10 as a function of the edge Dit, as well as iVoc and Seff. 

 

M6 M10 M12 M6 M10 M12

Full size 23.07 23.09 23.14 23.07 23.09 23.14

1/2 Cell 23.01 23.07 23.08 . 23.01 23.07 23.08

1/3 Cell 23.04 23.07 23.12 22.9 22.93 22.99

1/4 Cell 23.02 23.02 23.07 22.79 22.83 22.9

1/6 Cell 22.86 22.9 22.97 22.57 22.62 22.72

a) -type cut-cell simulated  (%) b) -type cut-cell simulated  (%)
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Figure 10: simulated  of a M10 -type 1/6-cell (black) and a M10 1/2-cell (red) as a function of the 

passivation quality of the cut edge(s). The efficiency of the cell before the cutting step (mother cell) is also shown 

on the vertical axis. 

If the edge passivation quality can reach iVoc≈680mV (Dit =1010 cm-2) on the symmetrical test architecture, 

the  is expected to be improved by 0.15%abs and 0.7% abs from the post-cutting situation for 1/2 and 1/6-cells. 

Although the 
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 
ratio of the -type 1/6-cell is three times higher than that of the 1/2-cell (see Fig. 9), its  

would end up at a higher level than that of the 1/2-cell. Furthermore, for passivation quality characterized by 

iVoc>680 mV the 1/6-cell can even outperform its mother cell while the 1/2-cell  is capped at this limit. Moving 

the industrial production to cut-cells could therefore unlock higher module performances, by combining resistive 

losses mitigation with the increase of the maximum power point reachable for a given active surface, provided that 

a cut edge passivation step is implemented. This is particularly promising to 1/6-cells as shown in Fig. 10.  

As a practical application for shingle modules, we recommend to overlap shingling cells on the TCO-free 

edges, whatever the cut edge passivation quality. Such edges were shown to be more detrimental to the cut-cell 

performances than the TCO-covered edges. This statement is all the more true when the cut edges are repassivated. 

 

 

 

F. Conclusion 
 

In this work, we used simulations to investigate the effects of the cell edges on the performance of silicon 

heterojunction cut-cells. We first studied the influence of the TCO-free native edges on the performance of full-

size cells. Although this region is necessary to avoid shunt between the front and rear sides of the cell, our results 

suggest that the TCO-free region hinders the cell performances (=0.17%abs for full size M6 cell) even without 

any edge defects. These losses result from a lengthening of the collection path for holes photogenerated in this 

region. In a second investigation, the efficiency of cells with TCO-free or TCO-covered edges were simulated as 

a function of the edge Dit. The TCO-free region was shown to limit the FF losses attributed to edge recombination, 

while the Jsc degrades more. From considerations based on the study of quasi-Fermi levels in the wafer, we were 

able to explain these trends in qualitative and quantitative ways. Then, the simulation results were used to derive 

pratical guidelines for the mitigation of the edge-induced losses. In particular, the reduction of the wafer resistivity 

was evidenced as a powerful lever to  reduce the impact of edges and eventually optimise the cell performance, 

whatever the edge geometry (from TCO-free to TCO-covered). We conjecture that the benefits of a resistivity 

reduction also apply to cut-cells for which the perimeter/surface ratio can be very high and TCO-free and TCO-

covered edges coexist. 

Transposing our investigations to cut cells, the losses induced by the cutting step of the mother cell were 

shown to be the same whether the cut-cell is generated from the lateral or the central part (respectively -type and 

-type) of the mother cell, which should ease cell sorting in a production environment. However, we highlighted 

that this result is expected to change if repassivation of the cut edges is implemented, as this step may lead to 



significant efficiency discrepancies between -type and -type cut-cells. In extreme conditions (1/6-cells and very 

efficient edge repassivation) the efficiency of a cut-cell with repassivated cut-edges could in principle even surpass 

that of its mother cell. 

As a conclusion, the combination of the optimisations made on the TCO-free region, the edge passivation 

quality and the wafer properties can significantly contribute to the increase of cut-cells efficiency. To illustrate 

this, we estimated that, for a -type 1/6-cell, the repassivation of the cut edge close to the level of the native edge 

passivation on full cells could unlock a 0.6%abs efficiency improvement from the post cutting condition (see table.1 

and Table.2). In the case the edge can not be passivated, the reduction of the c-Si could allow to mitigate the 

losses induced by the bare silicon cut edge. 
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